
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
The story continues… 

 



 

EXCITED FOR MORE? 
 

As many of you know, self-publishing can be very 
hard! I do everything on my own, and while I have 
some help along the way, the most successful authors 
are those who have a loyal fanbase and lots of 
reviews on GoodReads and Amazon! 

 
If you would, please take a moment to leave a 

review or rating. It helps more than you know. 
 
Thank you so much for your unending support. I 

look forward to seeing you as this adventure unfolds. 
 
Be sure to visit the official website of author H.C. 

Newell for free downloadable content, a detailed look 
at the world of Erolith, and information on the 
organizations and characters mentioned within The 
Forbidden Realms. 

 
Sign up for the email newsletter and be the first to 

know about special projects, new releases, events, 
and giveaways!  

 
Follow, subscribe, and support at 

HCNEWELL.com 
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H.C. Newell is a Nashville based #1 best-selling 

epic fantasy author. She started writing screenplays as 
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a love of fiction. In 2014 she started her novel series, 
and quickly realized that the adventures and lore of an 
epic fantasy world was her calling. It was then that she 
devoted all her time, passion, and love into creating the 
world and characters of Fallen Light.  

When not writing, H.C. enjoys hiking, photo-
graphy, playing video games, and spending time with 
her niece and nephews. 

 
 

For more information about H.C. Newell 
and the Fallen Light series, please visit: 

www.hcnewell.com  
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This glossary is meant to be read after completion of 
the novel. It contains all characters, references, and 
places visited throughout the novel. 

 
ARC: This is a partial glossary that will be 

updated before publication 
 
Aélla………………. First Blood sorceress 
Aenwyn…………… See Numera 
Altvára……………. Raven companion of Aélla 
Ahn’Clave………… Ancient race of evae that  

disappeared centuries ago; 
previous inhabitants of  
Anaemiril 

Anaemiril…………  Ancient cave system that  
   spans the reaches of Laeroth 

Broken Order  
Brotherhood……… An organization meant to  

dismantle the Order of Saro; 
also known as The 
Brotherhood 

Child of Skye……... Label used by the Order of  
 Saro in regard to Vaeda  
Vindagraav 

Creatures of  
Darkness………….. Manifestations of dark  

   energy from the deceased 
 
Dreled…………….. Triantrophy halflings 
Drimil……………... Eveash term meaning magic  

   user 
Erolith…………….. The world of which Laeroth  

   resides 
Evae………………. Evaesh term for elf 
First Blood…………Evaesh term for Ahn’Clave 
Kila………………...Evaesh curse for irritation 



 

 

Klaet’il……………..Evaesh forest clan 
Ko’ehlaeu’at………Mystical trees that hold  

  magical energy 
Laeroth ……………Continent containing human  

and non-human territories; 
collective name of       
the human territories 

Lanathess…………. Eveash term meaning human 
Master Reiman……  Founder of the Broken Order 
                   Brotherhood; adoptive father  

   to Nerana 
M’Yashk…………...Evaesh wine 
Nasir………………. Evaesh leader of the Klaet’il 
Nerana……………...Magic bearing human;  

       heroine of our journey 
Nizotl………………God of Darkness; Divine of  

   the Circle of Six 
Numera…………….Goddess of Elements; Divine  

   of the Circle of Six 
Nyn’Dira…………...Forest; inhabited primarily  

   by Evae 
Order of Saro………Religious faction that  

oversees the human led 
territories of Laeroth; also  
known as The Order 

Rhyl……………….. Evaesh forest clan 
Shadow Blades……. Human mercenary group  
Sword and Sheath….A famed brothel  
Tiaaven…………… Small eveash wreath meant to  

  attract peace 
Thorne…………….A notortius bounty hunter  

 with the Shadow Blades 
Tree……………….Human term for Ko’ehlaeu’at  
Vaeda Vindagraav… Birth name of Nerana 

 


